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Face Mask Recall
Last update: June 2020

Type IIR masks
Cardinal Health
Product Notice – all lots

Affected boxes

What you need
to do now:

splash resistance requirements of BS EN 14683, in light of
ongoing monitoring, further complaints reported and testing 
from the manufacturer on the masks, the Medicines and 
Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA) recommends that all 
lots of this product are disposed of locally. There is a risk to 

and enters their airway or mouth.

There have also been complaints of the ties and/or stitching 
coming away from the mask.

There is one product impacted
Product Affected:

Applies to all lots of AT74535UK

At QCS we know how important it is to keep everyone safe, so 
we want to ensure you are aware of a product recall.

Mask, Type IIR

Identify, stop using and immediately quarantine 
all lots relating to BWM028 of the Cardinal Type 
IIR masks
All stock should be disposed of locally

If you have a shortage of Type IIR masks, please 
notify NSDR on 0800 915 9964 who will arrange 
an emergency delivery if required
For all general enquiries for the PPE Dedicated 
Channel, call Customer Services on 0800 876 
6802

Supplier: Cardinal Health

NPC: BWM028

MPC: AT74535UK 

Boxes have been labelled with a new expiry date 
because they were subject to shelf life extension 
testing by the manufacturer in 2013/2014 and passed 
several relevant tests to support a new expiry date

sample size of 7 lots was put through

Further testing by the manufacturer in June 2020. 6 
of the 7 lots did not pass a material inspection of the 
foam strip

and splash resistance requirements of BS EN 14683

MHRA has recommended that all lots of this product 
are disposed of locally

https://www.facebook.com/QualityComplianceSystems/
https://twitter.com/UKQCS
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOKZVZF8eiIyRc5tP1XO_kA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/quality-compliance-systems/



